
1.   Open a microsoft word document:  your assignment:  to find  photos and describe  people in Spanish 

2.   Use words you learned for nouns and adjectives to answer the questions Quien es? WHO IS It (in the  
photo)?  and Como es?  WHAT ARE THEY LIKE (how are they? - describe them) 
 

3.   Look at the rubric (scroll down to very bottom) for requirements:  You will find and write about                                                        
2 photos that represent feminina y singular \and write in Spanish who they are (use noun) and how 
they are (describe using adjectives) and how they are NOT (description), then You will do the same for 

2 masculino y singular fotos, 2 feminina y plural fotos,  and 2 masculino y plural fotos. 

** In total, you will have 8 different photos, use at least 8 different nouns to describe who 

they are,     and use 16 different adjectives to describe how they are, and how they are not. 

4.  When you are done, print and have another student look at what you wrote in Spanish --- make 

corrections if necessary, and print a final, good copy and hand in.  Try to print only one-two pages, adjust 

margins and/or make colomns.  

EXAMPLES  of what you are to do: 

   

****here is an example of 1 foto and writing in Spanish for :    feminina y singular: 

(REESE WITHERSPOON) 

Reese es una mujer.  La mujer es rubia, no es morena.  (= Reese is a woman.  The 

woman  is blonde, she is not brunette.) 

(this answers the question who is it?  It is a woman.  then it answers the question What is 

she like and what isn’t she like?  The woman is blonde, not brunette. 

 

****here is an example of 1 masculino y singular: 

(MICK JAGGER) 

Mick es un Senor.  El senor es Viejo, no es joven.  

(it's a Mr. The mr. is old, is not young) 

  

 

 

 

 

 



****(FOOTBALL PLAYERS)  (example of masculino y plural) 

Son unos hombres.   Los hombres son activos, no son perezosos.   

(They are some men.  The men are active, no are lazy). 

 

LOOK :  REMEMBER:  ADJECTIVES change depending on who they describe (alto, 

alta, altos, altas) 

one person IS =  ES     2 or more people are =  SON      

(example of feminina/plural) 

Son unas Senoritas.    Las senoritas son simpaticas, no son antipaticas.   

(the misses are nice, they are not mean) 

 

 

El listo de adjectivos:  The list of adjectives.  you must use all adjectives by describing how people ARE and 

ARE NOT. 

Delgado 

Antipatico 

Romantico 

Pobre 

Aburrido 

Atletico 

Rubio 

Simpatico 

Inteligente 

Serio 

Moreno 

Bueno 

Tonto 

Estupido 



Gordo 

Rico 

Bonito 

Perezoso 

Alto 

Viejo 

Bajo 

Divertido 

Guapo 

Feo 

Sincero 

Responsible 

Sentimental 

Popular 

Joven 

Malo 

Interesante 

Generoso 

Mexicano 

Americano 

Latino 

Italiano 

Japones 

 

 

 

 



MAKE SURE YOU HAVE PHOTOS and PHRASES written in SPANISH for each of the following… I 

will use this to grade your assignment: 

Nombre ________________________________ clase __________ fecha ____________ 

Rubric evaluation:  1: made an attempt      2: made more than one mistake in Spanish    3: made one mistake 

in Spanish   4: perfecto! no mistakes 

Una foto y frase singular y feminina  (one foto and Spanish representing/ that is singular and female) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish 1 2 3 4 

Una foto y frase singular y feminina (one photo and Spanish singlular and female) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish 1 2 3 4 

Una foto y frase singular y masculino (photo singular and male) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish 1  2  3  4   

Una foto y frase singular y masculino (photo singular and male) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish  1 2 3 4  

Una foto y frase plural y femenina (photo of plural and female) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish  1 2 3 4  

Una foto y frase plural y femenina (photo plural and female) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish  1 2 3 4  

Una foto y frase plural y masculino ( photo plural and male) 

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish  1 2 3 4  

Una foto y frase plural y masculino (photo plural and male)  

-Used an appropriate picture and sentence written correctly in Spanish  1 2 3 4  

End product was done neatly 1 2 3 4 

Used (at least) 8 different nouns 0 = no 2 = yes  

Useed (at least) 20 different adjectives 0 = no 2 = yes 

I had ___________________ help me check my Spanish. __________ 0 = no 2 = yes 

signature 

 Student  earned points _________ 

Total points possible            46  


